
Closing the Circle:  AD Hershey and Lambda I 

 

 

 My studies of biology began with phage lambda in its heady days from 1962 to 

the mid '70s.  Two of my senior colleagues introduced me to AD Hershey by reputation, 

but these were two very different reputations.  Today I shall complete the circle by 

sharing with you my own experience with Al Hershey that culminated in 1971 with the 

publication of the Cold Spring Harbor monograph now called Lambda I. 

 One impression of Hershey was given to me by François Jacob, seen here with 

Hershey in 1963.  

"I have one distinct memory of Al Hershey at a 

Cold Spring Harbor meeting.  He gave one of his 

particular talks spending half the time looking at 

the board without talking.  After that there were 

questions.  One of the guys in the audience talked 

for a very long time at full speed, finally asking his 

question. 

 "After that Al looked deeply at the floor 

thinking very hard for about 3 or 4 minutes ...  

and finally said:  NO!" 

 The other impression of Hershey was shared by Jean Weigle, that denizen of the 

Delbrück laboratory and the California desert who by his enjoyment of science brought 

so many of us into touch with lambda in preference to the 

more virulent phages.  As Weigle and I worked together 

on the change in state of the DNA of lambda after 

infection, he read to me from a letter of Hershey's 

describing the development of methods of 

ultracentrifugation by which he could characterize the 

large unbroken DNA molecules of phage.  These methods 

led to the discovery of lambda's cohesive ends by which it 

circularizes after infection.  Said Hershey,  
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 "Everybody including me seems to feel a need to revise terminology at this point. 

... [But] let's try not to introduce any more words whose meaning cannot be found in the 

dictionary.  The end result of this sort of naming is ... to use three words every time you 

mention one thing because at most you can hope that the reader will know one of them.  

I imagine some of the people who do this (philosophers, lawyers, and a few scientists) 

invoke the principle that redundant messages are resistant to noise.  To oppose this 

view I offer the proposition that three synonyms, none of which can be found in the 

dictionary, make pure noise."   

 In November of 1970 Hershey culminated his campaign for clarity with a 2-page 

document called WORDS.  Here are a few of his comments: 

 "map (verb).  Genes don't, geneticists do. 

 lysogenic.  Means 'generating lysis', practically the same as 'lytic.'  A 

temperate phage is not lysogenic, it is lysogengenic.  'Lysogenic' has become 

quite virulent. 

 dilysogenic? 

 lysogenic excision? 

 dilysogenic excision?? 

These words have a fine ring until you ask yourself what they mean. 

"CHOICES OF WORDS: 

 Clear but nasty:  replication inhibition, lambdoid, transcription initiation, and too 

many others to list. 

 Nasty but interesting:  'heteroduplex mapping.'  Here heteroduplex could be an 

adjectival noun, which is merely bad.  It could also be an adjective and drive you crazy. 

 Unclear, nasty, and dull:  'immediate early.' 

 "I once observed to Chargaff that scientists don't have time to read each other's 

papers anymore.  Speaking as an editor he said, 'They don't have time to read their 

own papers.' 

 "I have lots of time. 

   Hershey 

To all authors of general chapters 

November 20, 1970" 






